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WE 
TRANSFORM
SPACES

AHI DESIGN HAS BEEN TRANSFORMING 

CLIENTS SPACES ALL OVER THE UAE FOR 

OVER TWO DECADES.
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ABOUT  US
We are driven by 

experience and 

passion , a team to 

transform spaces and 

creating inspiring work 

environment. 

Turnkey  Designer and 

Decorators, since 1997.

AHI Design, a part of Abu Hussain Group was founded in 1997 as  

a small sized interior fit out set up. Since then we have established 

ourselves as one of the leading turnkey fit-out solution providers in 

UAE.  

With our key expertise in project management and execution we take 

full control of each and every aspect of the project and ensure that we 

achieve the timelines with high end workmanship.  

Our Mission is to construct a booming Interior Fit-Out firm that  

enhances the standards of living through the creation of significant  

jobs in our communities that challenge people to grow in a principled  

environment .
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THE  TEAM
Multi cultural and diversified team with an expert perspectives  full of ideas, viewpoints and creative approach.  

Our diverse team consists of experienced Architects, 

Designers, Site Engineers, Supervisors and technical sta�  

who ensure that every project undertaken is delivered  

while maintaining an industry leading quality

Our intention is to keep our work culture in line with the  

evolving industry trends, we focus on elevating our team 

by assisting them in attaining certifications and trainings 

required to meet the necessities of the new culture of our 

industry. Our philosophy is that an organization is as good  

as the team running it, therefore we ensure that our sta� is  

motivated and driven towards achieving their personal and  

professional goals.

Over 65 years of combined 

experience with the top 

management within the fit out 

industry

100 + employees with a vast 

array of skills contributing to 

project success.

Full commitment from the top 

management team including 

the directors on the company’s 

CSR initiatives.  

CS R Skills Experience 

THE TEAM
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OUR  SERVICES
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AHI Design hosts an in house joinery wing 

providing tailored wooden fixtures integral  

various design elements, specialized in  

intricate wall cladding application, Customized 

ceiling solution, Tailored wooden slats and 

battens, Custom made doors, Wooden 

handrails and Custom furniture.

All kinds of O�ce Furniture 

to suit the clients budget.  

Dealers for Global Brands 

in Workstations, Executive 

Desking, Seating’s and all kinds 

of Storage Solutions.

Joinery Works FF&E
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HOW  WE WORK
We earned our business strength through the synergy 

of business relationships and expertise of experience in  

the Interior Industry.  

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability encompasses our employee 

health and safety, e�cient work place,  

energy reduction, pollution minimization as 

well as protecting the environment.

 

 

CERTIFICATIONS

.
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TURNKEY
 SOLUTION

FIRE
FIGHTING
SOLUTION

MEP
SOLUTION

FLOORING

IT WORKS

AV WORKS

SECURITY
SYSTEMS

CIVI L
WORKS

JOINERY
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On time project completion 

Very strong client references

O�ces in multiple emirates 

capability

01 02

As one of the UAE’s most established interior contracting firm, project portfolio  

encompasses works of all sizes and levels of complexity from interior 

renovations to complex contracting designs for Embassies Governmental  
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OUR  PROJECTS
AHI Design took over the intense logistical and technical challenge and executed the 

project on time by adopting steadfast managerial approach and e�cient usage of 

resources deployed into multiple sections of the entire terminal.

AREA:            90,000 SQ.FT

LOCATION:   ABU DHABI

DURATION:  24 MONTHS

AHI Design in collaboration with Etihad 

MTB Project team designed and executed 

121 back of house units which will be 

occupied by Etihad Airways engineering 

and logistics department. The units  

including 4 highly specified control centres 

comprising of high end FFE and other  

acoustic materials and complete turnkey 

MEP and ELV provisions.
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ETIHAD AIRWAYS
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AHI Design was tasked with designing an open plan and agile workspace 

that would  refurbish the o�ce environment  across two floors. Allowing 

the business to make better use of the available space and improve 

collaboration,  the new o�ce would  support  the company’s vision for  

growth.

Selected materials and the delivery was ensured within the budget and within the project 

timeline. The project was delivered with high quality workmanship and professionalism. A 

strategic methodology in project management was used in accomplishing the timely completion 

of the project.

AREA:            11,528 SQ.FT

LOCATION:   ABU DHABI

DURATION:  4 MONTHS

GENERAL CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY 
(GCAA) 
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Complete turnkey interior fitout solution was provided from Level 1 to 

Level 9 at Borouge HQ (SKEC1) Tower, The idea was to implement a 

uniform design throughout the 9 floors and to provide and upgraded  

MEP & ELV solution compatible with the state of the art technology. AREA:            90000 SQ.FT

LOCATION:   ABU DHABI

DURATION: 6 MONTHS

BOROUGE HQ  
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AHI Design worked closely with Khalifa University’s design team to 

conceptualise and the enhancement of the auditorium and 

all the areas, the intention was to enhance and modernise 

the ambience and upgrade the AV systems with improved acoustic  

performance.

AREA:           9000 SQ.FT

LOCATION:   ABU DHABI

DURATION: 3 MONTHS

PETROLEUM INSTITUTE  
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AHI
DESIGN

+971 50 6126395

+971 50 4548007

PO BOX 415023 DUBAI UAE

PO BOX 73461 ABU DHABI UAE


